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Plaintiff Ford Motor Company (“Ford”) for its claims against defendant Ferrari S.p.A.,
also known as Ferrari Societa per Azioni Esercizio Fabbriche Automobili e Corse, and defendant
Ferrari North America, Inc. ( collectively “Ferrari”), alleges as follows:
NATURE AND SUBSTANCE OF THE ACTION

1.

Ford files this action against Ferrari for trademark dilution, trademark

infringement, false designation of origin, and cyberpiracy under the Lanham Act (15 U.S.C. §
1051 et seq.), including the amendment to the Lanham Act known as the Anticybersquatting
Consumer Protection Act. Ferrari recently misappropriated the famous Ford F-150® trademark
in announcing Ferrari‟s 2011 Formula 1 racing car which Ferrari named the “F150,” and is
beginning to promote the Ferrari “F150” and related products and merchandise. In addition,
Ferrari recently registered the Internet domain name WWW.FERRARIF150.COM where Ferrari
operates an interactive website that, among other things, links to the online Ferrari Store. Ford
seeks a permanent injunction enjoining Ferrari‟s unauthorized misappropriation of Ford‟s F150® trademark and colorable imitations thereof, damages under the Lanham Act including
treble damages, statutory damages, and other damages, and Ford‟s attorneys‟ fees and costs
incurred in bringing this action.

2.

Since the 1975 model year, Ford has used the famous F-150® trademark in

connection with its flagship, full-size pick-up truck. Indeed, on or about May 9, 1995, Ford first
obtained a United States Trademark Registration for F-150®. The F-150® vehicle is the best
seller in Ford‟s F-SERIES line of trucks, the best selling trucks in the United States since 1978
and the best selling vehicles (car or truck) in the United States since 1983. Since 1997, gross
revenues on sales of the F-150® have exceeded $180 billion. The F-150® has won numerous
awards throughout the years, including the prestigious Motor Trend Magazine’s 2009 Truck of
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the Year, and Consumer Digest’s 2011 and 2010 Best Buy awards. Ford and its regional dealer
organizations have expended $1.9 billion in advertising since 1999 developing the F-150®
brand. Through its extensive sales and advertising campaigns, Ford has developed substantial
goodwill in the F-150® trademark.

3.

Ferrari has misappropriated the F-150® trademark in naming its new racing

vehicle the “F150” in order to capitalize on and profit from the substantial goodwill that Ford has
developed in the F-150® trademark, and in order to trade off of Ford‟s famous and winning
trademark. Indeed, on January 25, 2011, Ferrari‟s website announced that “Ferrari‟s new
Formula 1 car [was] to be called F150.” On January 28, 2011, Ferrari broadcast the introduction
of the “F150” on its WWW.FERRARI.COM website, reporting that “Two million people from
149 countries followed the event” including the United States. True and correct screenshots of
Ferrari‟s website at WWW.FERRARI.COM showing Ferrari‟s unlawful misappropriation of
Ford‟s F-150® trademark are attached hereto as Exhibit A. In addition, Ferrari recently
registered the Internet domain name WWW.FERRARIF150.COM where Ferrari operates an
interactive website that, among other things, links to the online Ferrari Store.

4.

Although Ferrari asserts that the naming of the “F150” is to honor the one

hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the unification of Italy, the objective evidence demonstrates
that Ferrari is seeking to misappropriate the substantial goodwill that Ford has developed in the
famous F-150® trademark. For example, in creating the logo for the Ferrari “F150” and related
products, Ferrari has copied the F-150® badge found on Ford vehicles as set forth below:

FORD F-150® BADGE

FERRARI F150 LOGO FROM WWW.FERRARIF150.COM
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True and correct copies of images of the Ford F-150® Badge and screen shots from
WWW.FERRARIF150.COM are attached hereto as Exhibits B and C respectively.

5.

Ferrari has frequently admitted in press reports and otherwise that the United

States is Ferrari‟s primary and largest market. Thus, for example, in a recent press release posted
on WWW.FERRARI.COM, Ferrari admitted: “The USA, which has always been Ferrari‟s
primary market, and Canada together have posted an increase in sales of nearly 20 per cent
compared to the previous year, with over 1750 cars sold.” A true and correct copy of this press
release is attached hereto as Exhibit D.

6.

In this Complaint, Ford alleges claims for federal trademark dilution, federal

trademark infringement, false designation of origin or sponsorship, and cyberpiracy under
Sections 43(c), 32(1), 43(a), and 43(d) of the United States Trademark Act of 1946, as amended
(the "Lanham Act"), 15 U.S.C. §§ 1125(c), 1114(1), 1125(a), and 1125(d), and trademark
infringement under common law.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

7.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to:

(a)

The Judicial Code, 28 U.S.C. § 1331, relating to “federal question”

(b)

Section 39 of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1121, giving this Court

jurisdiction;

jurisdiction over all actions arising under the Lanham Act without regard to the amount in
controversy;

(c)

Section 32(1) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1114(1), relating to the

counterfeit, reproduction, or colorable imitation of a registered mark in connection with the sale,
offering for sale, distribution, or advertising of goods;
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Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a), relating to the use

of false designations of origin and/or sponsorship tending falsely to describe or designate the
source, and/or sponsorship of goods affecting commerce, and relating to false advertising and
trade dress infringement and dilution;

(e)

Section 43(c) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C., § 1125(c), relating to

(f)

The Judicial Code, 28 U.S.C. § 1338(a), conferring on this Court

dilution;

jurisdiction over actions arising under federal trademark laws;

(g)

The Judicial Code, 28 U.S.C. § 1338(b), relating to claims of unfair

competition “joined with a substantial and related claim under the ... trademark laws”; and

(h)

The Judicial Code, 28 U.S.C. § 1367, providing for supplemental

jurisdiction over the state law claims in this action.

8.

The state law claim pleaded herein arises under the laws of the State of Michigan.

Subject matter jurisdiction for the state law claim of trademark infringement is conferred upon
the Court by 28 U.S.C. § 1367 (supplemental jurisdiction).

9.

This action arises out of wrongful acts committed by Ferrari that are intentionally

targeted at Ford in this District that subject Ferrari to personal jurisdiction here on several,
independent bases. First, the violation of a trademark holder‟s trademark rights occurs where
the trademark holder resides, which is in this District. Second, Ferrari operates at least one
Ferrari dealership in this District. Third, Ferrari products are promoted and sold in this district
through Ferrari‟s dealership, its distributors, and through its interactive websites such as
WWW.FERRARI.COM and WWW.FERRARIF150.COM that solicit and allow Michigan
residents to order and purchase goods and services on the Internet. The operation of such
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interactive websites subjects Ferrari to personal jurisdiction in the State of Michigan. See e.g.,
Volkswagen AG v. Izumi, 204 F. Supp.2d 1014 (E.D. Mich. 2002) (interactive website subjects
defendant to personal jurisdiction in Michigan); Audi AG v. D’Amato, 341 F. Supp.2d 734 (E.D.
Mich. 2004) (same).

10.

Venue is proper in this judicial district under 28 U.S.C. § 1391.
THE PARTIES

11.

Ford is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in Dearborn,

Michigan.

12.

Defendant Ferrari S.p.A., also known as Ferrari Societa per Azioni Esercizio

Fabbriche Automobili e Corse, is an Italian corporation with its principal place of business in
Modena, Italy.

13.

Defendant Ferrari North America, Inc. is a Delaware corporation with its

principal place of business in Englewood, New Jersey. Defendant Ferrari North America, Inc. is
a wholly owned subsidiary of Ferrari S.p.A.
FACTS COMMON TO ALL CLAIMS
Ford’s Trademark Rights in F-150®

14.

Since 1975, Ford has used the famous F-150® trademark in connection with its

flagship, full-size pick-up truck. Indeed, on or about May 9, 1995, Ford first obtained a United
States Trademark Registration for F-150® for “clothing; namely, shirts, caps.” (United States
Registration No. 1,893,178). On or about October 20, 1998, Ford obtained a United States
Trademark Registration for F-150® for “motor vehicles, namely trucks, engines therefore and
structural parts thereof.” (United States Registration No. 2,198,520). Ford has also obtained
additional trademark registrations for F-150® for various other goods and services, including:
6
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“metal key rings, metal key fobs, metal money clips, non luminous non-mechanical metal signs,
metal banks, metal decorative boxes, metal license plates” (United States Registration No.
2,044,023); “miniature models of vehicles, toy vehicles, and hobby kits for the construction of
miniature vehicles” (United States Registration No. 2,003,682); “decals” (United States
Registration No. 1,958,166); “automobiles and exterior insignia badges and windshields
therefore” (United States Registration No. 3,422,651); and “hand tools, namely, folding knives,
pocket knives” (United States Registration No. 3,729,666). True and correct copies of these
United States Trademark Registrations are attached hereto as Exhibit E.

15.

The foregoing Trademark Registrations for F-150® are valid, unrevoked,

subsisting, and, in certain cases, incontestible, and constitute prima facie evidence of Ford‟s
exclusive ownership of F-150® and evidence that F-150® is distinctive, and has strong
secondary meaning. The United States Trademark Registrations Ford holds for F-150® are the
only United States trademark registrations for “F-150” or “F150” held by any owner for any
products or services of any kind.

16.

Ford‟s trademark rights in F-150® extend outside the United States. For

example, Ford also obtained a European Community Trademark Registration for “F-150” on or
about April 17, 2000, covering “Motor land vehicles and parts and fittings therefor;” “Floor
coverings, vehicle carpets and mats, door mats;” and “Motor vehicle maintenance and repair
services.” A true and correct copy of this European Community Trademark Registration is
attached hereto as Exhibit F. Thus, Ferrari has been on notice of Ford‟s trademark registrations
and rights in both the United States and the European Union.

7
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Ford has continuously used the F-150® trademark since 1975 in connection with

the promotion, advertising, and sale of vehicles and other products and services, since well
before the acts of Ferrari complained of herein.

18.

In addition to advertising, promoting, and selling F-150® vehicles, Ford sells

accessories, clothing, hats, and related products bearing the F-150® trademark at various Ford
websites such as WWW.FORDCOLLECTION.COM, through Ford dealerships, and through
authorized licensees via various retail channels.

19.

Ford has spent hundreds of millions of dollars and has expended significant effort

in advertising, promoting, and developing the F-150® trademark throughout the United States
and beyond. As a result of such advertising and expenditures, Ford has established considerable
goodwill in the F-150® trademark. The F-150® trademark has become widely known and
recognized throughout the United States and beyond as a symbol of high quality automotive
goods and services. The F-150® trademark is famous and distinctive, and has become
associated by the consuming public exclusively with Ford. The goodwill associated with the F150® trademark is an invaluable asset of enormous worth to Ford.

20.

Ford also manufactures, promotes, and sells vehicles in the sports car market, and

actively sponsors car and truck racing activities, including sponsoring vehicles and racing teams
in various racing events.
Ferrari’s Violations of the F-150® Trademark

21.

Ferrari is in the automobile business in competition with Ford. In marketing its

products and services, Ferrari has attempted to capitalize on and profit from the substantial
goodwill that Ford has developed in the F-150® trademark by using the confusingly similar
vehicle name “F150,” by copying the F-150® badge found on Ford vehicles as set forth above in
8
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the side-by-side comparison, by registering the Internet domain name
WWW.FERRARIF150.COM, and by promoting the “F150” vehicle in the United States.

22.

On January 25, 2011, Ferrari‟s website announced that “Ferrari‟s new Formula 1

car [was] to be called F150.” On January 28, 2011, Ferrari broadcast its adoption of the name
“F150” on its WWW.FERRARI.COM website and reported that “Two million people from 149
countries followed the event” including from the United States. See Exhibit A (attaching
screenshots).

23.

Ferrari has frequently acknowledged that Ferrari‟s promotion of Ferrari vehicles

in Formula 1 racing is Ferrari‟s primary advertising and marketing strategy. For example,
Ferrari and its current Chairman and former CEO, Luca di Montezemolo, have acknowledged
that “Ferrari‟s uniqueness stems from its inseparability from Formula One. Ever since the days
of F1 driver-founder Enzo Ferrari there has been the link, and although there have been hiccups
in its history, F1 is inextricably bound up in Ferrari‟s business. It represents nearly a third of the
business in cost terms and a quarter in turnover. Di Montezemolo says it is also an essential
element of the Ferrari road car‟s development. In his own words, he sums it up: „Ferrari is a
mixture of passion, high technology, and sport. We have been for 50 years the only one to
develop and build a Formula One car.‟” Catherine Monk, No More Red, http://www.italiaonline.co.uk/article.php/Luca_di_Montezemolo (last visited February 4, 2011). A true and
correct copy of the online article incorporating Di Montezemolo‟s statement is attached hereto as
Exhibit G. As further evidence of the importance of Formula 1 racing to Ferrari‟s advertising
and promotion, the VERTYGO TEAM, Ferrari‟s outside marketing consultant, has stated
“Ferrari is the best brand in the world. . . . Where would Ferrari be today without racing in
Formula 1 since the early days?” “Probably the Ferrari brand is worth more than the Google
9
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brand, the Apple brand, Nike, GE, IBM, BMW, Mercedes, Exxon, Shell, or any other brand. . . .
Yet Ferrari never spent a penny in advertisement.” The VERTYGO TEAM further
acknowledged that “Car Racing and constructing extraordinary sports cars . . . has been the
marketing strategy of Ferrari,” and that “[w]inning races, losing races, fiercely fighting in car
racing has built the brand.” Vertygoteam.com, Analysis – Ferrari Marketing Strategy,
http://www.vertygoteam.com/ferrari_marketing_strategy.php. True and correct copies of these
statements taken from WWW.VERTYGOTEAM.COM are attached hereto as Exhibit H.

24.

Indeed, the Internet websites for numerous United States Ferrari dealers have web

pages devoted to Ferrari‟s prowess in Formula 1 racing. True and correct depictions of screen
shots of such websites are attached hereto as Exhibit I.

25.

Ford and Ferrari have a legendary history as rivals in auto racing, including at the

“24 Hours of Le Mans” races. The “great rivalry” between Henry Ford II and Enzo Ferrari is
recounted in an article in AUTOMOBILEMAG.COM; a true and correct copy of the article is
attached hereto as Exhibit J.

26.

Ferrari is not in any way affiliated with, authorized by, or sponsored by Ford and

has no authority to use the mark “F150.” Despite its lack of affiliation, authorization, or
sponsorship, Ferrari unlawfully continues to use Ford‟s registered, incontestable, and famous
trademark.

27.

In addition to advertising, promoting, and selling Ferrari vehicles, Ferrari sells

accessories, clothing, hats, model toy race cars, and related products bearing Ferrari trademarks
at the online “Ferrari Store” found at WWW.FERRARIF150.COM and WWW.FERRARI.COM,
through Ferrari dealerships, and through other marketing channels. Many of these products bear
the names of Ferrari Formula 1 vehicles. Ferrari‟s former CEO and current Chairman has
10
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acknowledged the importance of appealing to this market for accessories: “Di Montezemolo has
thought out a careful marketing plan for the merchandise recognizing the blue collar and white
collar appeal of Ferrari that few would even comprehend: „We do merchandising for two
different targets,‟ he says. „One is the popular target; the other the high-level target.‟ And that is
his genius. For all the aristocratic aura he commands, di Montezemolo is not above strolling
around the spectator enclosures and observing some of his Ferrari (merchandise) customers first
hand. He is a brave man, as some of the sights are not pretty. But he understands that he has to
have a marketing strategy for them as well.” See Exhibit G hereto.

28.

Ferrari‟s wrongful use of the mark “F150” dilutes, blurs, tarnishes, and whittles

away the distinctiveness of the F-150® trademark. For example, if Ferrari continues with its
unauthorized misappropriation of “F150,” Ford‟s continued and previously exclusive use of F150® in the marketplace will be blurred. In addition, the elitist Ferrari “F150” tarnishes the
BUILT FORD TOUGH® F-150® brand.

29.

Ferrari‟s use of the mark “F150” constitutes a misappropriation of the F-150®

trademark and associated good will, and is likely to cause potential purchasers of Ferrari‟s
products and services, as well as the public at large, to believe that Ferrari‟s services and
products are affiliated with, authorized by, sponsored by, or endorsed by Ford.

30.

Indeed, several Internet blogs have questioned whether now “Ferrari makes a

pick-up truck?” Another blog observed, “After the wonderful response that Ferrari received
from their new „FF‟ four seater, four wheel drive car, they have decided to come out with a
pickup truck!!” True and correct copies of these blogs are attached hereto as Exhibits K and L,
respectively. These Internet blogs demonstrate actual dilution by blurring because consumers
are associating the Ferrari “F150” with the Ford F-150® trademark. At a minimum, these
11
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postings provide strong evidence of actual dilution. They also demonstrate potential confusion
in the marketplace between the Ford F-150® and the Ferrari F150.

31.

As Ferrari has done in the past, Ferrari will seek to leverage the “F150” name

from its Formula 1 vehicle into other Ferrari vehicles and other products and accessories that
compete directly with Ford.

32.

If Ford does not seek to nip Ferrari‟s misappropriation of the F-150® trademark

in the bud at this point in time, Ferrari will argue that Ford was guilty of laches.

33.

Ferrari‟s conduct is intentionally fraudulent, malicious, willful, and wanton.

Accordingly, this is an exceptional case within the meaning of 15 U.S.C. § 1117(a).
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Trademark Dilution)

34.

The allegations set forth above are incorporated herein by this reference.

35.

The F-150® trademark is famous within the meaning of 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c).

The F-150® trademark is inherently distinctive and has acquired distinctiveness.

36.

Ford has extensively and exclusively used the F-150® trademark in commerce

throughout the United States and beyond in connection with vehicles and other products and
services.

37.

Ferrari is unlawfully using the mark “F150” in commerce.

38.

Ferrari‟s misappropriation of the F-150® trademark began after the F-150®

trademark became famous.

39.

Ferrari‟s use of the mark “F150” has caused and continues to cause irreparable

injury to and dilution of the F-150® trademark‟s distinctive quality in violation of Ford‟s rights

12
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under 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c). Ferrari‟s wrongful use of the mark “F150” dilutes, blurs, tarnishes,
and whittles away the distinctiveness of the F-150® trademark.

40.

As a direct and proximate result of Ferrari‟s conduct, Ford has suffered

irreparable harm to the valuable F-150® trademark.

41.

Unless Ferrari is enjoined, the valuable F-150® trademark will continue to be

diluted and Ford will continue to be irreparably harmed. Ford has no adequate remedy at law
that will compensate for the continued and irreparable harm it will suffer if Ferrari‟s actions are
allowed to continue, and is thus entitled to both a preliminary and permanent injunction.

42.

Ferrari has used and continues to use the mark “F150” willfully and with the

intent to dilute the F-150® trademark, and with the intent to trade on the reputation and goodwill
of Ford and of the F-150® trademark. Accordingly, this is an exceptional case within the
meaning of 15 U.S.C. § 1117(a).

43.

As a direct and proximate result of Ferrari‟s conduct, Ford is entitled to damages,

statutory damages, the equitable remedy of an accounting, and a disgorgement of, all revenues
and/or profits wrongfully derived by Ferrari from its diluting use of the mark “F150” pursuant to
15 U.S.C. § 1117.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Federal Trademark Infringement Under 15 U.S.C. § 1114)

44.

The allegations set forth above are incorporated herein by this reference.

45.

The F-150® trademark is inherently distinctive, is arbitrary and fanciful, and has

acquired secondary meaning. The public associates the F-150® trademark exclusively with Ford
and Ford‟s vehicles, products, and services. This is a result of the inherent distinctiveness of F150®, and of distinctiveness acquired through extensive advertising, sales, and use in commerce
13
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throughout the United States and beyond in connection with products and services bearing or
using the F-150® trademark.

46.

Despite Ford‟s well-known prior rights in the F-150® trademark, Ferrari has used

and continues to use, without Ford‟s authorization, the F-150® trademark, or copies,
reproductions, or colorable imitations thereof, in connection with the advertisement, promotion,
and sale of Ferrari‟s vehicles, products, and/or services.

47.

Ferrari‟s actions constitute willful infringement of Ford‟s exclusive rights in the

F-150® trademark in violation of 15 U.S.C. § 1114.

48.

Ferrari‟s misappropriation of the F-150® trademark, or counterfeits, copies,

reproductions, or colorable imitations thereof, has been, and continues to be done, with the intent
to cause confusion, mistake, and to deceive consumers concerning the source and/or sponsorship
of Ferrari‟s products and services. Accordingly, this is an exceptional case within the meaning
of 15 U.S.C. § 1117(a).

49.

As a direct and proximate result of Ferrari‟s conduct, Ford has suffered

irreparable harm to the valuable F-150® trademark. Unless Ferrari is restrained from further
infringement of the F-150® trademark, Ford will continue to be irreparably harmed.

50.

Ford has no adequate remedy at law that will compensate for the continued and

irreparable harm it will suffer if Ferrari‟s acts are allowed to continue, and is thus entitled to both
a preliminary and permanent injunction.

51.

As a direct and proximate result of Ferrari‟s conduct, Ford is entitled to damages,

treble damages, statutory damages, the equitable remedy of an accounting for, and a
disgorgement, of all revenues and/or profits wrongfully derived by Ferrari from its infringement
of the F-150® trademark pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1117.
14
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THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(False Designation of Origin Under 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a))

52.

The allegations set forth above are incorporated herein by this reference.

53.

Ferrari has knowingly used the mark “F150” in connection with the products and

services that Ferrari advertises, promotes, and sells. Ferrari has used counterfeits of the F-150®
trademark knowing that the marks used are counterfeits and with the intent to use counterfeits of
the mark. Ferrari‟s actions render this case exceptional within the meaning of 15 U.S.C. §
1117(a).

54.

Ferrari‟s misappropriation of the F-150® trademark alleged above is likely to

confuse, mislead, or deceive customers, purchasers, and members of the general public as to the
origin, source, sponsorship, or affiliation of Ferrari‟s products and services, and is likely to cause
such people to believe in error that Ferrari‟s products and services have been authorized,
sponsored, approved, endorsed, or licensed by Ford or that Ferrari is in some way affiliated with
Ford.

55.

Ferrari‟s acts constitute false or misleading descriptions, false advertising, and

false designations of the origin and/or sponsorship of Ferrari‟s products and services in violation
of Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a).

56.

By reason of Ferrari‟s actions, Ford has suffered irreparable harm to the valuable

F-150® trademark. Unless Ferrari is restrained from its actions, Ford will continue to be
irreparably harmed.

57.

Ford has no remedy at law that will compensate for the continued and irreparable

harm that will be caused if Ferrari‟s acts are allowed to continue, and is thus entitled to both a
preliminary and permanent injunction.
15
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As a direct and proximate result of Ferrari‟s conduct, Ford is entitled to damages,

treble damages, statutory damages, the equitable remedy of an accounting for, and a
disgorgement of all revenues and/or profits wrongfully derived by Ferrari from its infringement
of the F-150® trademark pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1117.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Cyberpiracy)

59.

The allegations set forth above are incorporated herein by this reference.

60.

Ferrari‟s actions, as described above, evidence a bad faith intent to profit from the

registration and/or use of the F-150® trademark in the Internet domain name
WWW.FERRARIF150.COM.

61.

Ferrari has registered, trafficked in, and/or used a domain name with a trademark

that was famous at the time of registration of the domain name, and was identical to, confusingly
similar to, or dilutive of the F-150® trademark.

62.

Ford is entitled to an injunction preventing Ferrari from using or holding the

Internet domain name WWW.FERRARIF150.COM and from transferring that domain name
to anyone but Ford.

63.

As a direct and proximate result of Ferrari‟s conduct, Ford has suffered

irreparable harm to the valuable F-150® trademark. Unless Ferrari is restrained from further
infringement of the F-150® trademark, Ford will continue to be irreparably harmed.

64.

Ford has no remedy at law that will compensate for the continued and irreparable

harm that will be caused if Ferrari‟s acts are allowed to continue, and is thus entitled to both a
preliminary and permanent injunction.
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As a direct and proximate result of Ferrari‟s conduct, Ford is entitled to damages,

including statutory damages in the amount of $100,000.00, as well as Ford‟s attorneys fees and
costs.
FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Common Law Trademark Infringement)

66.

The allegations set forth above are incorporated herein by this reference.

67.

Ford was the first to use the F-150® trademark or any marks similar thereto in

association with the sale of any product and service. As a result of the continued sale by Ford of
products and services under the F-150® trademark, the F-150® trademark has become widely
known in Michigan and throughout the United States and beyond, and Ford has become
identified in the public mind as the source, manufacturer, and/or licensor of the products and
services to which the F-150® trademark is applied.

68.

As a result of the experience, care, and service of Ford producing F-150®

products and services, Ford‟s products and services have become widely known in Michigan and
throughout the United States and beyond, and have acquired a reputation for quality, durability,
and performance. Moreover, the F-150® trademark has become associated with Ford products
and services, and has come to symbolize the reputation for quality and excellence of Ford
products and services. As such, the F-150® trademark has become distinctive.

69.

Ferrari, with knowledge and intentional disregard of Ford‟s rights, continues to

advertise, promote, and sell services and products using the F-150® trademark, or confusing
imitations thereof. Such acts by Ferrari have caused and continue to cause confusion in
Michigan as to the source and/or sponsorship of Ferrari‟s products and services.
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Ferrari‟s acts constitute willful infringement of Ford‟s exclusive rights in the

trademark F-150® in violation of the common law.

71.

By reason of Ferrari‟s actions, Ford has suffered irreparable harm to the valuable

F-150® trademark. Unless Ferrari is restrained from further infringement of the F-150®
trademark, Ford will continue to suffer irreparable harm.

72.

Ford has no remedy at law that will adequately compensate it for the irreparable

harm it will suffer if Ferrari‟s conduct is allowed to continue, and is thus entitled to both a
preliminary and permanent injunction.

73.

Ford is also entitled to damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

WHEREFORE, Ford prays for judgment against Ferrari as follows:
1.

Under all claims for relief, that a preliminary and permanent injunction be issued

enjoining Ferrari, its employees, agents, successors and assigns, and all those in active concert
and participation with them, and each of them who receives notice directly or otherwise of such
injunctions, from:
(a)

imitating, copying, or making unauthorized use of the F-150® trademark,

including but not limited to using the name or mark “F150” in any manner in the United States;
(b)

importing, manufacturing, producing, distributing, circulating, selling, offering

for sale, advertising, promoting, or displaying in the United States any service or product using
any simulation, reproduction, counterfeit, copy, or colorable imitation of any or all of the F150® trademark;
(c)

using in the United States any simulation, reproduction, counterfeit, copy, or

colorable imitation of the F-150® trademark, including but not limited to “F150,” in connection
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with the promotion, advertisement, display, sale, offering for sale, manufacture, production,
circulation or distribution of any product or service;
(d)

using in the United States any false designation of origin or false description

(including, without limitation, any letters or symbols constituting the F-150® trademark), or
performing any act, which can, or is likely to, lead members of the trade or public to believe that
any service or product manufactured, distributed, or sold by Ferrari is in any manner associated
or connected with Ford, or is sold, manufactured, licensed, sponsored, approved, or authorized
by Ford;
(e)

transferring, consigning, selling, shipping, or otherwise moving in the United

States any goods, packaging, or other materials in Ferrari‟s possession, custody, or control
bearing a design or mark substantially identical to any or all of the F-150® trademark, including
but not limited to “F150”;
(f)

engaging in any other activity in the United States constituting unfair competition

with Ford with respect to the F-150® trademark, or constituting an infringement of the F-150®
trademark, or of Ford‟s rights in, or to use or exploit, the F-150® trademark;
(g)

transferring to anyone other than to Ford the domain name FERRARIF150.COM

or any other domain names that use names, words, designations or other symbols confusingly
similar to the F-150® trademark; and
(h)

instructing, assisting, aiding, or abetting any other person or business entity in

engaging in or performing any of the activities referred to in subparagraphs (a) through (g)
above.
2.

For an order directing that Ferrari recall from the United States all products,

labels, tags, signs, prints, packages, videos, advertisements, and other materials in its possession
19
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or under its control, bearing or using the F-150® trademark or any simulation, reproduction,
counterfeit, copy or colorable imitation thereof, including but not limited to “F150,” and all
plates, molds, matrices and other means of making the same, pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1118.
3.

For an order directing such other relief as the Court may deem appropriate to

prevent the trade and public from deriving the erroneous impression that any service or product
manufactured, sold, or otherwise circulated or promoted by Ferrari is authorized by Ford or
related in any way to Ford‟s products or services.
4.

For an order directing that Ferrari file with the Court and serve upon Ford‟s

counsel within thirty (30) days after entry of such judgment, a report in writing under oath,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which Ferrari has complied with the above.
5.

For an order requiring Ferrari to file with the Court and provide to Ford an

equitable accounting and disgorgement of all revenues and/or profits wrongfully realized by
Ferrari in the United States through use of the F-150® trademark and any counterfeits thereof,
including but not limited to “F150.”
6.

For an order permitting Ford, and/or auditors for Ford, to audit and inspect the

books and records of Ferrari for a period of six months after entry of final relief in this matter to
determine the scope of Ferrari‟s past use of the “F150” trademark, including all revenues and
sales related to Ferrari‟s use of the “F150” trademark in the United States, as well as Ferrari‟s
compliance with orders of this Court.
7.

For an award of Ford‟s costs and disbursements incurred in this action, including

Ford‟s reasonable attorneys fees.
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For an award of Ford‟s damages trebled or, alternatively, an award of Ferrari‟s

wrongful profits from the United States trebled, whichever is greater, plus Ford‟s costs and
attorneys fees, pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1117.
9.

For an award of Ford‟s damages, statutory damages, including statutory damages

of $100,000.00 pursuant to the Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act, and other damages
arising out of Ferrari‟s acts.
10.

For an order requiring Ferrari to file with the Court and provide to Ford an

accounting of all sales and profits realized by Ferrari in the United States through use of the F150® trademark and any counterfeits thereof.
11.

For an award of interest, including pre-judgment interest, on the foregoing sums.

12.

For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

Dated: February 9, 2011
Respectfully submitted,
GREGORY D. PHILLIPS
SCOTT R. RYTHER
CODY W. ZUMWALT
HOWARD, PHILLIPS & ANDERSEN
560 E. 200 South, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102
Tel: (801) 366-7471
Fax: (801) 366-7706
By:/s/ Marc Lorelli
MARC LORELLI
MARK S. SPARSCHU
BROOKS KUSHMAN P.C.
1000 Town Center
Twenty-Second Floor
Southfield, Michigan 48075
Tel: (248) 358-3400
Fax: (248) 358-3351
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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EXHIBIT A
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ONLINE PROMO ENTITLED “FERRARI’S NEW FORMULA 1 CAR TO BE
CALLED F150” AS IT APPEARED ON JANUARY 25, 2011

http://www.ferrari.com/English/Formula1/News/Headlines/Pages/110125_F1_Ferrari_s_
new_Formula_1_car_to_be_called_F150.aspx
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ONLINE PROMO ENTITLED “1 HOURS TO FERRARI F150 UNVEILLING” AS IT
APPEARED ON FACEBOOK.COM ON JANUARY 25, 2011

http://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/notes/ferrari/1-hours-to-ferrari-f150unveiling/494111829732
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LANDING PAGE, FERRARIF150.COM
AS IT APPEARED ON JANUARY 31, 2011

http://www.ferrarif150.com/
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WEBPAGE ENTITLED “DISCOVER THE F150”
AS IT APPEARED ON JANUARY 31, 2011

http://www.ferrarif150.com/app.html#/en
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ONLINE ARTICLE ENTITLED “TWO MILLION HITS FROM 149 COUNTRIES
FOR THE F150 ON FERRARI SITE” AS IT APPEARED ON FERRARI.COM ON
JANUARY 28, 2011

http://www.ferrari.com/English/Formula1/News/Headlines/Pages/110128_F1_Two_milli
on_hits_from_149_countries_for_the_F150_on_the_Ferrari_site.aspx
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ONLINE PROMO ENTITLED “FERRARI F150: DESCRIPTION”
AS IT APPEARED ON JANUARY 28, 2011

http://www.ferrari.com/English/Formula1/News/Headlines/Pages/110128_F1_F150_desc
ription.aspx
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ARTICLE ENTITLED “EVERYTING SET FOR F150’S TRACK DEBUT”
AS IT APPEARED ON FERRARI.COM ON JANUARY 31, 2011

http://www.ferrari.com/English/Formula1/News/Headlines/Pages/110131_F1_Everything
_set_for_the_F150_track_debut.aspx
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IMAGES DEPICTING THE FORD F-150® TRADEMARK AS
IT IS USED BY FORD IN A STYLIZED FORMAT

F-150® AS IT IS USED BY FORD IN A STYLIZED FONT AND LOGO

GENUINE F-150® AUTOMOBILE BADGE
AFFIXED TO A FORD F-150 PICKUP TRUCK
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FERRARIF150.COM LANDING WEB PAGE
AS IT APPEARED ON JANUARY 31, 2011

http://www.ferrarif150.com/
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“DISCOVER THE F150” ON FERRARIF150.COM
AS IT APPEARED ON JANUARY 31, 2011

http://www.ferrarif150.com/app.html#/en
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FERRARI’S USE OF F150 STYLIZED MARK ON FERRARIF150.COM

http://www.ferrarif150.com/app.html#/en/tour
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FERRARI’S USE OF F150 STYLIZED MARK ON ITS FACEBOOK.COM/FERRARI
SOCIAL MEDIA PAGE

http://www.facebook.com/Ferrari
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EXHIBIT D
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JANUARY 11, 2011 – “The USA, which has always been Ferrari’s primary market…”

http://www.ferrari.com/English/about_ferrari/Corporate/Pages/110111_COR_2010_Reco
rd_20_per_cent_increase_in_sales_2010_for_Ferrari_in_USA_and_Canada.aspx
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Int . Cl.: 25
Prior U .S . Cl.: 39

United States PatentandTrademark Office

Reg. . No . 1,893,178
Registered May 9, 1995

TRADEMAR K
PRINCIPAL REGISTE R

F-15 0

FORD MOTOR COMPANY (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
THE AMERICAN ROA D
DEARBORN, MI 48121
FOR : CLOTHING; NAMELY, SHIRTS, CAPS ,
IN CLASS 25 (U .S. CL . 39) .

FIRST USE 6-30-1992; IN COMMERC E
6-30-1992 .
SER. NO . 74-462,567, FILED 11-24-1993 .
DAVID H . STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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Int. Cl: 12
Prior U.S. Cis .: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 and 4 4

United States Patent and Trademark Office

Reg. No . 2,198,520
Registered Oct. 20, 1998

TRADEMAR K
PRINCIPAL REGISTE R

F-150

FORD MOTOR COMPANY (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
THE AMERICAN ROA D
DEARBORN, MI 4812 1
FOR : MOTOR VEHICLES, NAMELY ,
TRUCKS, ENGINES THEREFOR AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREFOR, IN CLASS 12 (U .S .
CLS . 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44) .

FIRST USE 9-30-1974; IN COMMERC E
9-30-1974 .
OWNER OF U .S. REG . NOS . 1,893,178, 2,044,02 3
AND OTHERS.
SER . NO . 75-388,214, FILED I1-12-1997 .
DAVID H . STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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Int. CL: 6
Prior U.S. Cis.: 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, . and 5 0

United States Patent and Trademark Office

Reg. No. .2,044,023
Registered Mar. 11, 1997

TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

F-150

FORD MOTOR COMPANY (DELAWARE COR- '
PORATION)
THE AMERICAN ROAD
DEARBORN, .MI 4812 1
FOR : METAL ' KEY RINGS, METAL KEY .
FOBS, METAL .MONEY CLIPS, NON LUMINOUS NON-MECHANICAL METAL SIGNS ,
METAL BANKS, METAL DECORATIVE :

BOXES, METAL LICENSE PLATES, IN CLAS S
6 (U.S. CLS .' 2, 12, 13 ;14, 23, 25 AND 50)
FIRST USE 1-26-1996; IN COMMERCE
1-26-1996 . :
SN 74-462,962, FILED 11-24-1993 .
DAVID H . .STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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Int. C.: 1
Prior U.S . Us .: 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50

United States Patent and Trademark Office
•

Reg. No. 1,958,166
Registered Feb . 20, 1996

TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

F-150

FORD MOTOR . COMPANY (DELAWARE CORPORATION) ' •
THE AMERICAN ROAD
DEARBORN, MI 48121
FOR: DECALS, IN CLASS 16 (U .S . CLS . 2, 5,
22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50) .

FIRST USE 1-1-1993; IN COMMERC E
1-1-1993 .
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,893,178.
SER. NO. 74-706,997, FILED 7-27-1995 .
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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Int. Cl.: 28
Prior U.S . Cls.: 22, .23, 38, and. 50

Reg. No. 2,003,682

United States Patent and Trademark Office

Registered Sep. 24, 1996

TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTE R

F-15 0

FORD MOTOR COMPANY (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
THE AMERICAN ROAD
DEARBORN, MI 4812 1

CONSTRUCTION OF MINIATURE VEHICLES ,
IN CLASS 28 (U .S . CLS . 22, 23, 38 AND 50) .
FIRST USE 1-1-1993 ; IN . COMMERCE
1-1-1993 .
SN 74-640,056, 'FILED 3-1-1995.

FOR : MINIATURE MODELS OF VEHICLES ,
TOY VEHICLES, AND HOBBY KITS FOR THE

DAVID H . STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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Int. Cl.: 12
Prior U.S. Gs.: 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 and 44

Reg. No. 3,422,651

United States Patent and Trademark Offic e

Registered May 6, 2008

TRADEMARK
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

FORD MOTOR COMPANY (DELAWARE CORPORATION )
ONE AMERICAN ROA D
DEARBORN, MI 48126
FOR: AUTOMOBILES AND EXTERIOR INSIGNIA BADGES AND WINDSHIELDS THEREFOR,
IN CLASS 12 (U.S . CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 9-30-1974; IN COMMERCE 9-30-1974 .

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR
FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR .
OWNER OF U .S . REG . NOS . 1,893,178, 2,198,520
AND OTHERS .
SER. NO. 77-275,865, FILED 9-10-2007 .
LINDA M . KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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tatty of Hieri(

t

Mateo attnt a : 'Trabemark Office

t
t

F-15 0
Reg. No. 3,729,666

FORD MOTOR COMPANY (DELAWARE CORPORATION )
Registered Dec . 22, 2009 ONE AMERICAN ROAD
DEARBORN, M[ 4812 6

Int. CI.: 8

FOR: HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, FOLDING KNIVES, POCKET KNIVES, IN CLASS 8 (U .S .
CLS . 23, 28 AND 44) .

TRADEMARK FIRST USE 6-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1997.
PRINCIPAL REGISTER
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, 'OR COLOR .
OWNER OF U .S . REG. NO. 2,151,046.
SN 77-594,762, FILED 10-17-2008 .
HELENE LIWINSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNE Y

17e 21 s*,e
Director of the United Stutes 1'utent and

Office
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OHIM - OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET

TRADE MARK S
AN D
DESIGN .

HABM - HARMONISIERUNEDAMT FOR DEN BINNENMARK T

MARKEN ,
MUSTE R
UND MODELL E

CERTIFICAT E

EINTRAGUNGSURKUND E

OF REGISTRATIO N
This Certificate of Registration is hereby issued for the Communit y
trade mark identified below. The corresponding entries have bee n
recorded in the Register of Commun ity Trade Marks.

Diese Eintragungsurkunde wird fur die unten angegebene Gemein schaftsmarke ausgestellt. Die betreffenden Angaben sind in do s
Register fûr Gemeinschaftsmarken eingetragen worden .

N°00108497 9

F-15 0

Zeyisferecl/iinyefragen,17/04/2000

ae JresrolenJ/er Jrdsicka/
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OHIM - OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKET

TRADE MARK S
AN D
DESIGN S

HABM - HARMONIBIERUNGBAMT FUR DEN BINNENMARKT

MARKEN ,
MUSTER
UND MODELLE

450

29/05/200 0

210

001084979

Kroftfahrzeupen .

220

23/02/1999

EL - 1 2 - MriXavotcivrira oXriµaTa
Sri p&S xal µ€pri KM Ei;apTriµara avTwv.

442

20/09/1999

DE-

37 -

War-lung und Reparatur von

E L - 2 7 - E7rtcTptcrwt, Saa-£SOv
Taal TEC, K(11 XaXécxta yta OX>lµaTa •
XaX&xla lrrOpTas.

54 1

EL - 37 - Yriipamms ovvTrjpricrgS xal
EiraxevriS µriXaVOK{VTiTwv oXri µdcT(AV .
732
Ford Motor Company
The American Roa d
Dearborn, Michigan 4812 1
US

EN-1 2-

Motor land vehicles and parts an d

fittings therefor.

EN -

2 7 - Floor coverings; vehicle carpets an d

mats; door mats.

EN740

37 - Motor vehicle maintenance and repai r

GRANT, SPENCER, CAIStEY & PORTEOUS
New Garden House
78 Hatton Gorden
London E(1 N 81 N
GB

services .

EN

paillassons de véhicules; tapis-brosses (paillassons).

FR - 1 2 FR -

270
511

DE

ES-1 2 -

Vehiculos terrestres a motor y pules y

2 7 - Revestimientos de suelos; alfombras y

alfombrillas porn vehiculos; limpiabarros (felpudos) .

E S-

FR -

27 - Revêtements de sots; tapis et

3 7 - Services d 'entretien et de reparation d e

véhicules ô moteur.

piezos de los mismos.

ES-

Véhicules terrestres â moteur et lours

pièces et parties constitutives .

3 7 - Servicios de conservacién y reparacidn

IT - 1 2 - Veicoli terrestri a motore e relative port i
ed accessori.

IT - 2 7 - Rivestimenii per pavimenti; tappetini e
stuoie per veicoli; zerbini.

de automéviles.

DA - 1 2 - Motorkeretojer til brug p8 land sam t

IT -

dele og tilbehor hertil.

autoveicoli.

37 -

Manutenzione e riparazione d i

DA - 27 - Gulvbelmgningertapper og m6ttertil

NL-

koretojer; dormftter.

en onderdelen en occessoiresdaarvaor.

DA -

37 - Reparation og vedligeholdelse o f

Motorisierte Landfahrzeuge and deren

Teile and Zusatzteile .

DE-

2 7 - Bodenbeldge; Fahrzeugteppiche and -

matten; FuRmatten.

N°001084979

2 7 - Vloerbedekking ; tapijten en mutto n

voorvervoermiddelen; deurmatten.

motorkeretaler.

DE-1 2-

NL-

1 2 - Motorvoertuigen voor vervoer over lan d

NL-

37 -

Onderhoud en reporatie va n

automobielen .

PT - 1 2 -

Veiculosterrestres motorizadosepepa s

e acessérios pars os mesmos.

2/3
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OHIM - OFFICE FOR HARMONIZATION IN THE INTERNAL MARKE T
HABM - HARMONIEIERUNGEAMT FUR DEN BINNENMARKT

27 -

Revestimentos de soalho; tapotes e
PT esteiras pars vefculos; cepachos.
PT

37 -

-

Manuten4to e repara§ies d e

automdveis.
FI - 1

2 - Moottoroidut man-ajoneuvotsekii niide n

out la to rvikkeet.

27 -

Lottiapttllysteet; ajoneuvoje n
FI
lattiamatot ja matot; ovimatot.
FI

-

37 -

Moottoriajoneuvojen huolto- l a

korjauspalvelut

sV - 1 2 -

Motordrivna Iandfordon och dolor oc h

tillbehôrfôr dessa .

S V - 27 -

Golvbeliiggningar; fordonsmattor ;

dôrrmattor.

8V - 37 -

Underholl och reparation a v

motorfordon .

N° 001084979

3/3

- Luca di Montezemolo
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As Luca di Montezemolo strides to his office from some sort of crisis
meeting deep in the bowels of the modern Ferrari car-making complex,
his visitors learn there is a problem with his new racing car. Not that he
tells them. It is serious enough for 52-year-old di Montezemolo to have
got very angry with his people. The aftermath of the anger flows into the
interview, as he berates his aides again for not telling him about the
photograph session that is scheduled to follow. Despite the fact that
everything is going extremely well at Ferrari, there is a new anger about
di Montezemolo in 2000.
Never a man to suffer fools gladly he has vowed not to suffer them at all
in the fist year of the new millennium. He is a man on a mission this
year. He has the Ferrari car factory working like a sewing machine, manufacturing the best sports cars ever and
making plenty of money. Yet he is lavishing a record near quarter of a billion dollars on his racing team and not,
so far, achieving the results he wants. Sure they won the constructors championship in 1999 but the fact
remains that for the past four years in succession, Ferrari has been second best in the Formula One world
championship. For a man like di Montezemolo, finishing second four years running is devastating – it visibly
pains and grieves him. He cannot believe his team has played second fiddle four times – for him second may as
well be nowhere.
It’s certainly a far cry from the years between 1975 and 1978, when he was in direct charge of the team and he
won three times and finished second twice.
It is why in September last year he finally snapped and read the riot act to number one driver Michael
Schumacher. Schumacher, supposedly still recovering from a broken leg but in reality in his garden playing
football, was told by di Montezemolo to turn up for work and earn his salary.
It was a pivotal moment for di Montezemolo but he realised he had nothing to lose. Schumacher could have
thrown a tantrum, put the phone down and refused to listen. And then maybe walked out of his contract on
some pretext and driven for deadly rival Mercedes in 2000. But Ferrari was second anyway. Would it be the end
of the world if he did? For the first time di Montezemolo thought it wouldn’t and from that moment on he took
the gloves off and told the team to earn their salaries. Before that moment di Montezemolo had given the highly
paid management of the Ferrari racing team the benefit of the doubt and time to win. Now they all know that if
they don’t win in 2000 there will be changes. This fresh approach means that new second driver Rubens
Barrichello won’t play second fiddle to Schumacher in 2000 either. If he is faster then he will be allowed to win.
At 52 di Montezemolo seems wedded to Ferrari for the rest of his career, unless he is finally called up for a
weightier role at Fiat. But as he gets older it becomes more obvious that he will not succeed Agnelli at the head
of the Fiat empire and that a generation will be skipped and younger Agnelli nephews will succeed.
Despite that di Montezemolo is determined to finish his career in a blaze of glory. He is Italian, he is passionate
– and he wants to win. His whole reputation is on the line. If Gianni Agnelli is king of Italy (and many think he
is), then Luca di Montezemolo is his crown prince. For him the remaining jobs are recreating the Ferrari-owned
Maserati as a major sports car maker and making Ferrari the undisputed world champion of Formula One.
Few Europeans realise how famous and revered di Montezemolo is inside Italy. He is in fact the country’s most
famous entrepreneur – Italy’s equivalent to Britain’s Richard Branson and France’s François Pinault.
His career started at Ferrari in the early seventies when he ran the sporting division, which included the F1 team
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and sports car racing. Then he was an unqualified success. He was marked out and began a 20-year journey
through the Agnelli empire. But for some reason the early promise failed to materialise and he never really
shined again, although he was very high profile and regarded as one of Italy’s best businessmen.
Then almost as a swansong di Montezemolo returned in 1991 to head up Ferrari after Enzo Ferrari’s death. On
his return, after a 20-year absence, he found the factory in a mess. Despite being half-owned by Fiat, Enzo
Ferrari had retained absolute autonomy. Such was his aura and the respect that Gianni Agnelli and all Italy felt
for him, Fiat just threw money at Ferrari, faltering only in the depths of the 1973 recession and the oil crisis,
when it actually withdrew from Formula One as its business almost collapsed.
In the Enzo Ferrari years sports car production alternated between a thousand to a many thousands of cars a
year. After the near disaster of 1973, misfortune struck again in the late eighties, when the Gulf War broke out
and no one bought a Ferrari for three months. Ferrari found itself with too many €80,000 sports cars in storage.
Without Fiat, then in control of 90 per cent of the shares, it would have gone bust. It was in a management
vacuum after Enzo Ferrari died.
With things going from bad to worse, in 1991 Gianni Agnelli drafted in his best trouble-shooter – a man familiar
to everyone – Luca di Montezemolo. His first act was to cut production to get rid of unsold cars. He knew Ferrari
could never be successful selling cars from stock. He had to make Ferraris rare again. It worked so well that
production is now up to a fixed 4,000 cars a year. He also hiked the price 20 per cent and with better designs
and engineering the price stuck.
Di Montezemolo swears that 4,000 is the highest number that will ever be built, whatever the market conditions.
“Even in five years’ time Ferrari will be producing the same number of cars – it will never be more than 4,000,”
he says. “I want to keep the exclusivity, and the high value of the product. I want to control the new car
market.” That is somewhat easier to say in boom conditions – the difficulty will come in the next recession.
There are plenty of Ferrari buyers right now, probably more than ever before in the history of the car. But
whether Ferrari could still eke out a profit on sales of 2,000 cars a year is another matter. One thing is certain,
however – when recession does strike again, di Montezemolo has a plan to cope rather better than last time.
The bottom line is what he is really all about. He has always been a talented manager and the only reason he
has never succeeded in a bigger way is that he has always been attracted to glamorous, riskier enterprises.
Since he arrived in 1991 sales have more than doubled. In the last four
years Ferrari has been the world’s fastest growing car-maker, with sales
rising from €379 million in 1995 to over €600 million last year. Di
Montezemolo admits he has been surprised at the level of growth: “Four
years ago we were expecting half of what we have now,” he says.
The renaissance has been a mixture of everything. More cars sold, better
marketing, better market coverage, higher prices and more income from
the race team. The race team is now a very important part of the
balance sheet. Its sponsorship income is getting on for a fifth of the
whole factory’s sales. Contrary to what others think Fiat no longer
pumps in millions – the team has become largely self-supporting, with Fiat perhaps chipping in as little as
US$15 million or so a year in sponsorship.
Michael Schumacher’s salary is five per cent of the total costs, hence di Montezemolo’s keenness for him to
return quickly from injury. Di Montezemolo thinks that within two years the racing team will be contributing to
Ferrari’s bottom line rather than being a burden. It was his idea to set up Ferrari Idea SpA, the merchandise
arm which now has separate retail value sales of over €400 million a year.
Ferrari’s road car sales are incredibly buoyant. It now sells more cars in Britain than its homeland, which speaks
volumes. Last year it sold 818 cars in North America, 640 in Germany, 446 in Britain and just 380 in Italy. Italy
is now only Ferrari’s fourth largest market. Thanks to di Montezemolo it is now possible to buy and have a
Ferrari serviced on 90 per cent of the world’s land mass.
Di Montezemolo’s rise has always been subject to close scrutiny. He trained as a lawyer and until 1973 no one
knew who he was. At 26, straight from Columbia University, he landed a job as assistant to Enzo Ferrari. This
was great training as Ferrari was beset by the problems
of the 1973 recession and the oil shortage. Di Montezemolo’s contribution and support to Ferrari was well noted
and three years later he was made managing director of the Ferrari sporting division and promptly won three
world constructors championships and two drivers championships in the most sustained period of success Ferrari
has ever had.
This established his reputation and he promptly left Ferrari and spent five years in the curious position of head
of external relations for the whole Fiat Group. This appeared to be a familiarisation process of the whole Agnelli
empire, and a clear sign that he was being considered as a future head of the family business. Di Montezemolo
shrugs off any discussion about succession at Fiat. He says it is not even on the agenda and never has been:
“They know that I am very busy with Ferrari and that Ferrari and Maserati are two fantastic companies. To be
honest, when I first heard these rumours
I was really surprised because I haven’t worked inside Fiat for a long time. In the 25 years I have worked, I
have only spent seven of them at Fiat.”
There are clear indications that di Montezemolo was considered a member of the Agnelli family. But why? There
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is no indication of him being that, although he has always been treated as such. There is a Luca in a distant
branch of the family but it is not him. The only explanation is that he is a direct descendant of Fiat founder
Giovanni Agnelli born outside of the official family. Italian journalists regularly refer to him as ‘a nephew’. But it
is a question that remains unanswered, even by insiders, as apparently no journalist has ever dared ask di
Montezemolo to his face, until EuroBusiness pitched the question. Surprised at being asked directly he said: “It’s
not true.” He says speculation rose during his childhood as he became almost a member of the family but says:
“One of my three best friends is Agnelli’s nephew. I’ve known Agnelli since I was 15 years old. Now I am 52, so
I’ve been in touch with him for many, many years.”
That may well be. But the suspicion lingers and if there is any truth in it di Montezemolo is not saying, aside
from admitting that his relationship with Gianni Agnelli goes beyond the normal boss/employee status. He
admits they speak together on a daily basis and Agnelli’s shadow is ever present at di Montezemolo’s shoulder.
There is still a chance that he will take over when Gianni Agnelli passes on.
“I speak with him every day. We don’t necessarily talk about Ferrari, but I am in touch with him a lot. I even
talk a lot with the managing director of Fiat, Paolo Cantarella, over the future of Ferrari – because Ferrari is very
important for Fiat.”
For certain di Montezemolo worships the ground that Gianni Agnelli walks on, as he admits: “In my life I have
had two people that have taught me a lot: Enzo Ferrari and Gianni Agnelli. Agnelli likes Ferrari very much, he is
proud of it. He’s always very close to me and to Ferrari.”
So much so that, apart from a five-year secondment to organise Italy’s 1990 world cup, di Montezemolo has
spent 26 years as a senior executive at Agnelli-owned companies. After five years at Fiat he was appointed
managing director of ITDEDI SpA, the Agnelli-owned publishing company that produces titles including the Turin
daily newspaper La Stampa. In 1984 he had a short stint as managing director of Cinzano, the drinks firm and
another Agnelli offshoot, during which he organised Italy’s assault on the America’s Cup. He then moved on to
spend five years organising Italy’s hosting of the 1990 world cup. After which he spent a couple of years as
managing director of RCS Video, part of the Rizzoli Group, before moving to Ferrari a few years after Enzo
Ferrari’s death.
Being president of Ferrari is one of the best jobs in the world when times
are good but it is a lousy job in recession. And di Montezemolo has
experienced both. His first few months were spent keeping Ferrari alive.
It was made easier because of Fiat’s almost unconditional financial
support. It has total independence by virtue of Gianni Agnelli’s promises
to Enzo Ferrari and also the fact that Enzo’s son Piero owns 10 per cent
of the company. Di Montezemolo says: “Unlike Alfa Romeo or Lancia,
Ferrari is very independent, although Fiat does have a financial
contribution. We do our cars completely differently. Our clients are
different. We are present all over the world, including Japan. Our largest
market is the United States, where Fiat doesn’t sell a single car. When
you talk of Ferrari and Fiat, you have to consider that Ferrari is like La Stampa. The paper is owned by Fiat, but
it is an independent newspaper. The same goes for Ferrari.”
Once di Montezemolo had the Ferrari revival firmly under control, he then turned his attention to the racing
team and hired a completely new team centred around ace driver Michael Schumacher. He tore the rule book up
when he agreed to pay Schumacher an initial US$20 million a season in mid-1995. It was as much as the rest of
the grid of drivers then earned between them.
With the race team sorted out, he turned to a new challenge – the Fiat-owned struggling sports car maker
Maserati. Ferrari initially bought 50 per cent of Maserati from Fiat and the remaining 50 per cent in December
1999.
On first inspection, di Montezemolo found a ramshackle factory and a company in its death throes. But he
realised that Maserati could be strategically very important for Ferrari. The self-imposed Ferrari production limit
of 4,000 cars left room for another sports car brand – a car that cost less than a Ferrari. “After five years it was
very important for us to have in our dealer networks a car that was very sporty, Italian, less expensive than
Ferrari and of course without any kind of overlapping,” says di Montezemolo. “It had to be different. Maserati is
perfect – it is a huge Italian name and has a long history of winning important Formula One races with Stirling
Moss and Juan Manuel Fangio. It is a sports car and it is Italian, so it is prestigious.” Di Montezemolo believes
Maserati fits better under the Ferrari umbrella than Fiat’s: “The typology of the Maserati cars is very different
from Fiat, but it is closer to Ferrari. Furthermore, since the beginning Maserati has been based in Modena.
Therefore there was a good opportunity to create a synergy with Ferrari.”
But getting Maserati was a doubled-edged sword. It needed a huge amount of investment. Di Montezemolo shut
down production for at least a year in late 1997 and completely gutted and rebuilt the factory at a cost of US$40
million. He says: “We have invested huge amounts of money to rebuild, or rather create, a very modern, up-todate, high technology factory.” In hindsight it was a huge gamble, as it wasn’t only the factory that had to be
rebuilt – the styling, engineering, management and market had to have a make-over as well. The only thing di
Montezemolo found that was good about Maserati was its name, as he says: “We completely reorganised the
company and people, the method of work and mentality.” But that was only stage one. Stage two is just
beginning, as he says: “Now we have started to create and reorganise the dealers’ network all over the world
and have introduced a brand new model – the Maserati Coupe.” Di Montezemolo’s intention is to bring Maserati
production up to 10,000 cars a year and presumably bring the price down. He is taking things gradually, stepby-step. Ten thousand is on target by 2005, when clearly the model range will be very different from the one of
today. The current Maserati models resemble top of the range Toyotas but di Montezemolo aims to bring it on a
level with Porsche, Jaguar, BMW and Mercedes sports cars at a price level of around €80,000.
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To achieve that he is introducing new models such as the eagerly-awaited Spider, as he says: “We are
producing 2,000 Maseratis at the moment but our objective is to achieve 5,000. Aside from the Spider we are
working with Pininfarina on a new four-door car. In five years’ time we hope to reach 10,000 by going back to
the United States.”
It is clear that styling is the future of Maserati and that, currently, it leaves a little to be desired, hence
Pininfarina’s involvement. Di Montezemolo agrees: “Maserati has to be a car with key characteristics. Firstly,
very advanced technology. Second, a mix between Italian desire, flavour and sport – a car that you can
immediately feel is Italian. And third, a car with great performance but one that you can use every day in every
condition and with enough room inside.”
During its recent years of neglect Maserati has suffered from a tarnished image and di Montezemolo plans to
revamp that image. He intends to spend 10 per cent of sales on advertising in a massive re-branding exercise
that may cost up to €45 million this year. He is not about to spend €40 million on the car and then fail to tell
anyone about it. But he also says that the rumours surrounding him possibly buying the small Swiss F1 team
Sauber and renaming it Maserati are also just speculation. He admits it would make sense for Ferrari to
reintroduce Maserati to the sport but baulks at the prospect. He says he could never consider launching a team
with the Maserati brand but using a Ferrari engine. He says he would have to start from scratch, and that would
defeat the object: “Maserati is a car manufacturer. Therefore if it is to race in F1 it has to build its own engine,”
he says. “It’s not like Sauber or Prost, which are not car manufacturers – they are just assembly teams – they
don’t sell cars. Maserati is a very important car manufacturer, so if it is going to race in F1 it has to build the
car, the engine, everything.”
But still di Montezemolo’s brand and marketing ambitions for Maserati are huge and limitless. He intends to
make it synonymous with state-of-the-art technology. He also sees great potential for Maserati merchandise.
And he is installing a programme dedicated to customer service called Maserati’s upper market services, which
will provide insurance, finance and peace of mind motoring.
Di Montezemolo also wants to sell Maseratis on the Internet: “We intend to sell Maserati worldwide through the
Internet,” he says. The marketing costs will delay Maserati’s return to profitability for at least three years and
depress Ferrari’s bottom line: “I hope in three years from now to break even.”
The big danger is of course taking sales from Ferrari. Whilst di Montezemolo may be clear about the
differentials, certainly customers are not. To them there is no essential difference between the brands. Both are
exotic Italian sports cars. It is di Montezemolo’s job to get customers to think differently. He says: “The
customer in my opinion is related to the product. The Ferrari client is looking for exclusivity, super high price
and extreme performance, whereas a Maserati client is looking for similar things but to lesser degrees – an
important car, but less exclusivity; a high price, but not too extreme; sports performance, but again not too
extreme. The Maserati client also wants a car with four doors, two-plus-two seats and therefore more room
inside. In short, Ferrari is extreme in everything, the ultimate drive, unlike Maserati, which is a high level car,
but not as extreme.”
Di Montezemolo attempts to explain what is going to be a difficult marketing message to get across: “Ferrari is
like a very pretty woman that you desperately desire but is sometimes difficult to go out for dinner with.
Maserati is a very good looking woman, less extreme in other words, less difficult to go out for dinner with but
still a high level woman.”
One can hardly imagine Mercedes-Benz’s Jurgen Hubbert or BMW’s Joachim Millberg using the same terms to
describe a car. But that is where di Montezemolo has the advantage – as well as being president he is also a
typical Ferrari and Maserati customer – he knows how they feel, whereas Hubbert and Millberg are traditional
executives running car companies.
For di Montezemolo Ferrari’s uniqueness stems from its inseparability from Formula One. Ever since the days of
F1 driver-founder Enzo Ferrari there has been the link, and although there have been hiccups in its history, F1 is
inextricably bound up in Ferrari’s business. It represents nearly a third of the business in cost terms and a
quarter in turnover. Di Montezemolo says it is also an essential element of the Ferrari road car’s development.
In his own words he sums it up: “Ferrari is a mixture of passion, high technology, and sport. We have been for
50 years the only one to develop and build a Formula One car. A lot of car manufacturers supply engines or
gearboxes, but not the entire car.” By making a complete car, Ferrari has the unique opportunity to develop
technologies that directly fit on road cars. For example, it was the first car manufacturer to introduce a Formula
One-style gearbox on a road car – an innovation most others are following. Di Montezemolo says: “We have
transferred our F1 experience to our road cars. So for us F1 is not just a question of image – it is also an
opportunity to transfer technology. The big success of our road cars is because we have such advances in
aerodynamics, in the engine, in the gearbox.”
Di Montezemolo says Formula One is now giving Ferrari a very good return on its investment rather than being a
black hole for Fiat’s cash. He also goes so far as to insist that F1 is now actually contributing to the Ferrari
bottom line rather than being a drain: “What we invest in Formula One gives us a good return on investment,”
he says.
He is referring mostly to the Ferrari brand. The brand on its own already brings US$13 million to Ferrari’s
bottom line just from licencing fees. The reason is clear – Ferrari evokes values beyond the name of a car. There
are few worldwide brands that come anywhere close to Ferrari’s values of exclusivity, passion, chic and fast
living. Yet strangely the brand is under-utilised and di Montezemolo thinks 10 times that income is possible in
the next five years. Ferrari Idea was literally his idea and he thinks it will ultimately be more profitable than carmaking.
Ferrari Idea SpA will prosper through the sale of merchandise. Di Montezemolo has thought out a careful
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marketing plan for the merchandise recognising the blue collar and white collar appeal of Ferrari that few would
even comprehend: “We do merchandising for two very different targets,” he says. “One is the popular target;
the other the high-level target.” And that is his genius. For all the high aristocratic aura he commands, di
Montezemolo is not above strolling around the spectator enclosures and observing some of his Ferrari
(merchandise) customers first hand. He is a brave man, as some of the sights are not pretty. But he
understands he has to have a marketing strategy for them as well.
However, the fact remains that Ferrari’s star employee’s merchandise sales are much higher than its own. It is
clearly a sore point and di Montezemolo bristles visibly. He is horrified at the comparison. He is said to regret
the deal Ferrari signed with Schumacher allowing him to use the Ferrari brand on his own merchandise.
He says Willy Weber’s (Schumacher’s manager) selling techniques are completely different to his own. Weber is
looking at the short-term, quick gain. Di Montezemolo is thinking long-term, because he does not want to dilute
the brand. He says: “We are not pushing on the merchandising to do everything, Ferrari is far more exclusive. A
driver can sell everything because his career is not for so long, so he has to take the opportunity at the right
moment to sell everything. We have a very exclusive catalogue with not so many products. It’s a different target
and a different mentality of people.”
It is fair to say that when the contract was signed with Schumacher more than five years ago, the value of the
Ferrari brand had not been realised and it is not di Montezemolo’s fault that the value has now rocketed.
To maintain exclusivity he limits the licences carefully: “We choose big worldwide partners, but we don’t give
out many licences. We have super control over how someone else can use the Ferrari mark. For me that is the
most important part of the company, so we place a strong emphasis on protecting it.”
There is much more to come. Already di Montezemolo has turned the Ferrari factory near Bologna into
something akin to a theme park. As well as a state-of-the-art road and race-car facility, it has external
attractions such as a museum. Rumours of an actual Ferrari theme park abound. What is coming for certain is a
chain of merchandise shops that is being planned for three years hence. Di Montezemolo is planning up to 40
shops selling Ferrari merchandise, and there are also e-commerce deals in the pipeline. “We want to increase
our sales routes by opening some upper-market shops, using Internet e-commerce to increase our
merchandising sales, and creating new video games.”
As for the main product – cars – it could not be rosier, as di Montezemolo says: “Last year we beat our historic
record of sales in the US – we have never sold so many cars, it’s been a fantastic year. We have also won the
championship for constructors. I learnt one very important lesson from Enzo Ferrari: to look ahead. I am sure
that he is very happy to see a car company looking as far ahead as we do. That is the reason for our success
right now.”
Author: Catherine Monk
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Ferrari Marketing Strategy.

Ferrari is a myth and a legend in the automotive industry.

The Analysis Section

The Ferrari tale is one of an astounding and unique worldwide success.
Ferrari Marketing Strategy
An unparalleled one.

Ferrari Distribution

Ferrari success cannot be measured in terms of revenues and sales, or in

Apple Marketing Strategy

terms of market capitalization. Ferrari never made an IPO and is not even

iPhone Marketing Strategy

quoted in any stock exchange market. Ferrari success has to be measured

iPod Marketing Strategy

only in terms of Brand Value and Product Value.

Apple vs Microsoft

Probably the Ferrari brand is worth more than the Google brand, the Apple

Google Marketing Strategy

brand, Nike, GE, IBM, BMW, Mercedes, Exxon, Shell, or any other brand.
No other brand has the allure of the Ferrari Brand.

Vertygo Team Ranking
on the Google Search Engine

Ferrari is known and is highly valued everywhere in the world. From the US to
Japan, from Germany and Switzerland to India, to France, Australia, New
Zealand, Russia, Brazil and Argentina.

Yet, Ferrari never spent a penny in advertisement.

Ferrari Achievement.
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The Ferrari case is of maximum interest in marketing strategy. To understand
how Ferrari achieved this stunning result, we must review the beginning of
Ferrari, and its development.

Enzo Ferrari founded Ferrari back in 1943, during WW II. The first Ferrari
premises were bombed and heavily damaged.
Enzo Ferrari was not an Engineer, nor he was an enterpreneur. Enzo Ferrari
never went to college, not even high school, no PhD, never made and MBA.

Enzo Ferrari was "just" a mechanic at Alfa Romeo, with a strong passion for
engines, speed and racing. He was a tough guy, and he had his own ideas on
engines and cars.

Passion has always been the "drive" of Ferrari.
And its only marketing tool.

Ferrari Passion.

The first Ferrari car was the 125 S. It was built in1947. Only 3 of them were
produced. None survived to our days, yet a 125 S engine is on display in
Galleria Ferrari in Maranello, Ferrari dynamic museum. Galleria Ferrari is the
Louvre, the Guggenheim, the Moma of Car Racing. You feel the thrill, an
overwhelming excitement and admiration when you are inside. A unique,
amazing experience.

After the 125 S, the Ferrari 166 came, and the races. Formula 1 was not even
existing at that time.
Since the beginning Ferrari was doing both things it still does today: Car
Racing and constructing extraordinary sports cars for exacting car and speed
lovers. How can you call them just clients?

This has been the marketing strategy of Ferrari. The unaware, unstudied,
unplanned marketing strategy of Ferrari. The Passion for speed, the Passion
for engines, the Passion for Car Racing. And this Passion and excitement
goes through to every racing sport lover all around the world.

And this Passion and excitement goes through in each Ferrari 360 Modena, in
each Ferrari Enzo, in each 575 Maranello, in each F430 you drive or simply
encounter in the streets. Winning races, losing races, fiercely fighting in car
racing has built the brand.

Insight on Ferrari Distribution and Ferrari main geographical markets.

Write Your Comment on Ferrari Marketing

If you wish you can write your comment on Ferrari Marketing, on Ferrari in
Formula 1, or on Ferrari Sports Cars in the form below. We shall review your
comments and if we find it interesting and valuable we shall publish them.
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DEALERSHIP WEBSITES TOUTING FERRARI F-1 RACING PROWESS

http://www.ferrarine.com/ferrari-racing-cars.aspx
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Article entitled “Great Ford Rivalries: Henry Ford II vs Enzo Ferrari”
Link:
http://www.automobilemag.com/features/racing/0909_henry_ford_ii_vs_enzo_ferrari_great_rivalries/index.html

FEATURES:

Great Rivalries: Henry
Ford II vs Enzo Ferrari
From the August, 2009 issue of Automobile Magazine
By Joe Lorio

It started with a letter. In February 1963, a letter arrived at Ford's German headquarters saying that a small but
prestigious Italian sports-car maker was for sale. Enzo Ferrari had made the overture. He chose Ford, he said,
because he had always been an admirer of Henry Ford. What he did not say was that he was being vilified in the
Italian press over the bloodshed among Ferrari drivers, particularly after the 1961 Grand Prix at Monza. At that race,
Ferrari's Phil Hill clinched the Formula 1 championship, but his teammate Count Wolfgang Von Trips crashed, killing
himself and fourteen spectators. The race was televised, so millions saw the carnage.

Ferrari was interested in selling his customer-car business, provided he could retain total control over the racing
operation. Ford, eager for the image-enhancing rub-off from the glamorous Ferraris, was interested in buying. Three
months later, a deal was in place. The auto business would be called Ford-Ferrari; the racing arm, Ferrari-Ford. The
price was $10 million. As word of the sale got out, the Italian press changed its tune. Suddenly, Ferrari was a national
treasure. How could it be sold to the Americans?

A Ford delegation went to Maranello with the final papers. But Enzo Ferrari would not sign. He became incensed at a
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passage that required him to request money from Ford for racing operations. The deal was off.

"Alright," said Henry Ford II. "We'll beat his ass. We're going to race him."

With that, the Ford Motor Company embarked on a crash program to design and build a racing car to take on Ferrari.
The venue would be the prestigious - and grueling - 24 Hours of Le Mans, in the prototype class, the zenith of
motorsport. Ford had a year to get ready.

Le Mans was virtually Ferrari's home turf. Ferrari won its very first Le Mans, in 1949, and won again in 1954, '58, '60,
'61, '62, and '63. In 1963, in fact, Ferraris placed one through six.

Carroll Shelby was tapped to run Ford's Le Mans effort. His Ford-powered Cobras also would compete, in the GT class.
The Ford proto-type racer was unveiled at the New York auto show in April 1964; it was called the GT but became
known as the GT40 (due to its ultra-low, 40-inch height). The car's debut at Le Mans was inauspicious; both GT40s
crashed in testing. Meanwhile, Ferrari's John Surtees set a new speed record of 194 mph down the Mulsanne straight
in a Ferrari 330P, an evolution of the previous year's winning car.

The race itself didn't go much better. All three GT40s bowed out due to mechanical problems. Ferraris took the top
three spots. But there was one hopeful sign for Ford: Shelby's Ford-powered Cobra came in fourth overall, winning the
GT class.

For the 1965 effort, Ford upped the ante. Whereas the original GT40 had a 289-cubic-inch V-8, Ford went with its
427-cubic-inch (7.0-liter) monster for the Mark II. It was a classic American approach - Ford's heavy, thirsty big-block
making 486 hp versus Ferrari's lighter, more fuel-efficient 4.0-liter V-12 making 420 hp. But again it was all for
naught. Of the six GT40s entered (both Mark I and Mark II), none finished the race. The factory Ferraris, though, also
had mechanical troubles. In the end, a Ferrari did take the checkered flag, but it was a year-old car entered by Luigi
Chinetti (Ferrari's U.S. distributor), driven by American Masten Gregory and Austrian Jochen Rindt.

After the '65 debacle, Ford's top people received a card from their boss. The one-line message: "You'd better win,
Henry Ford II." Ford threw even more resources into the 1966 program, adding a second team that was run by
Holman Moody. In the run-up to Le Mans, things looked good. A GT40 driven by Ken Miles and Lloyd Ruby won
Daytona and Sebring. At Le Mans, Ford entered eight GT40s, while Ferrari prepared seven prototypes (two of which
were factory entries). Privateers campaigned additional Fords and Ferraris. Henry Ford II was the grand marshal of
the race, and a record crowd was on hand. At last, Ford triumphed. After twenty-four hours, the GT40s led the field.
Team managers attempting to engineer a tie had the first two cars cross the finish line together, but French officials
declared the Bruce McLaren car (which had started farther back) the winner over Miles. Still, it was a 1-2-3 finish for
Ford. The upstart Americans had finally defeated the European old guard. Ford became the first American automaker
ever to win Le Mans.

The feat was repeated in 1967 and again with privateers in 1968 and '69. Ferrari hasn't had another Le Mans victory
since, but its record of six in a row remains unbeaten.
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New Ferrari PICKUP TRUCK! !
Well, its official !
After the wonderful response that Ferrari received for their new "FF" four seater, four wheel drive car, they have decided to come out with a
pickup truckl l
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I got this from my exclusive contact at the factory .
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Originally Posted by davi d
I got this from my exclusive contact at the factory.
That's a double F-carl
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